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Date: September,2022 

Student’s name:Kong Wuruoyan 

Birth date:2007，6.16 

SCN#: 02-7732 

Age:15 

Height:165cm 

Weight:52kg 

Favorite food:chips,fried chicken,barbecue,noodles 

Hobbies and interests:I love sports. I am fond of playing tennis.In the 

sunshine,hitting a ball is a happy thing.How memorable it is to play and 

practise tennis with my friends.Moreover,I love roller skating very 

much.It made me feel the feeling of sliding fast on the ground.Roller 

skating is cool.It is also very cool to get up while falling again and again.I 

care for the game of go.Go originated in China as a strategic two player 

chess game.Playing Go makes me calm down and think.I am very 

interested in guitar but I am not good at it.Playing guitar be used to 

relieve my fatigues.Hobby can make someone happy,so I like them. 

Any special talent: 

I started to learn Latin dance when I was five years old.I had learned 

it for eight years. It is a beautiful thing to dance limbs in the music.I 

enjoy it.I remember the dance movements very fast.As the learning task 

was increased ,I keep the balance between dance and study.Although I do 

not have dance lessons,I still love dancing.When I watch videos about 

Latin dance,I always imitate it.My love of dance has never stopped. 

Future goals and my idol: 

 I will study harder in these three years.It is very important to find 

the learning method that works best for me.Improving my communication 

skills ,increasing my own knowledge ,broadening the horizon and reading 

more types of books like human geography and history of the world are 

also momentous.China University of Political Science and Law is my 

dream.I want to be a lawyer. 

An introduction to my family: 

My father sells trucks and cars.My mother is doing catering.My 

grandparents are farmers in Yangzhou.Our vegetables are all grown by 

our grandparents. 

Monthly earnings:My parents earn 5200 yuan per month. 
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